Upgrading fiber backbone cables connecting campus telecom rooms and providing new security and access controls.

Renovate Fairhaven administrative suite to create additional offices and increase efficiency.

Upgrade Fairhaven Commons generator to allow food service during a power outage.

Renovate Fairhaven Commons for improved food service.

Preparation and utilities for a new modular building for Child Development Center.

Construction begins on House of Healing.

Improve road and add sidewalks and utilities to serve House of Healing.

Replace sliding and access bridges on stacks 1 and 2 in Birnam Wood apartments.

Fully restore western portion of parking lot 27 at Birnam Wood.

Environmental Studies 113: ADA, electrical, mechanical, and architectural upgrades.

Kaiser Borsari Hall: Moving toward construction completion in fall 2024.

Renovate the Rigby Commons for improved food service.

Upgrade Rigby Commons generator to allow food service during a power outage.

Possible early exploratory work for Student Development & Success Center.

Ivy Terrace: Demolition of rentals at end of useful life.

Replace the fire alarm system and upgrade telecom cables at Edens Hall.

Replace the fire alarm system at Higgins Hall.

ADA upgrades to the High Street crosswalk in front of the Viking Union.

Upgrade Viking Commons generator to allow food service during a power outage.

Viking Commons: level 5 restrooms will be made ADA compliant.

Restrooms on levels 5, 6, and 7 at Viking Commons being renovated to add fixtures, improve ADA accessibility, and create gender-neutral restrooms.